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Abstract 
Kirschenhofer, P., H. Prodinger and W. Szpankowski, Probabilistic modeling of data struc- 
tures on words: A reply to Professor Andersson’s letter, Theoretical Computer Science 106 
(1992) 395-400. 
Professor Ame Andersson’s Letter to the Editor concerning our paper “On the balance 
property of Patricia tries: External path length viewpoint” (Theoretical Computer Science 
68 (1989), pp. 1-17) motivates us to present some thoughts about probabilistic analysis of 
data structures on words. The intention of this note is to discuss potential advantages and 
disadvantages of probabilistic analyses, and in particular to provide a proper interpretation 
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of probabilistic results. This can only be achieved after building a suitable probabilistic 
model for a given set of data. We describe a sequence of probabilistic models with an 
increasing generality, that can be applied to the analysis of algorithms on words. Finally, 
we discuss a few theoretical results to indicate that our findings from the above cited paper 
hold true under more general probabilistic assumptions. 
1. Probabilistic models 
It is important to realize that the expected size and shape of the data 
structures on words depends upon the various probabilistic assumptions on 
the words (strings). Primarily, there are three considerations: 
l characteristics of the alphabet; that is, the distribution on the alphabet C 
that determines how the symbols are selected to form a string; 
l statistical dependency between words; that is, whether or not the words are 
statistically dependent; 
l number of words; that is, whether the number II of words is fixed or a 
random variable. 
We now discuss these considerations and present a few basic probabilis- 
tic models for data structures on words, in particular tries and suffix trees 
(cf. [ 1,2] ). To recall, a trie is a digital tree built from a set of keys (strings, 
sequences) Xi, . . . , X,. Each key is a sequence of symbols from an alphabet. A 
suffix tree is a trie built from suffixes of a single string (key, sequence) X. To 
simplify our presentation, we write X or {X,}r=i as a generic notation for a 
sequence of symbols from a given alphabet Z. 
The BernoulZi model is characterized by the following probabilistic assump- 
tions. 
(A) BERNOULLI MODEL 
The symbols of the alphabet occur independently of one another; 
thus, a key X = ~1~2x3.. . can be described as the result of an 
infinite sequence of Bernoulli trials in which Pr{xj = oi} = pI and 
Xi”= I pi = 1, where wi E Z and V is the size of C. If pi = p2 = 
. . . = pv = l/I’, th en the model is called symmetric; otherwise, it is 
asymmetric. 
(B) The number of strings (keys) is fixed at ~1. 
If the following assumption is added to (A) and (B), then such a model 
is called an independent Bernoulli model, and it is often used to analyze 
independent tries. 
(C) INDEPENDENT MODEL 
The words are statistically independent; that is, knowing a particular 
string does not give information about the other strings. 
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In the analysis of tries, assumption (B) leads to quite complicated functional 
and/or differential-functional equations (cf. [ 4-9,12- 14,17 ] 1. They can be 
drastically simplified if (B) is replaced by the following assumption. 
(Bl ) POISSON MODEL 
The number of strings is a random variable N that has a Poisson 
distribution. 
The Bernoulli model is a good model when keys are transformed into a 
random stream of bits through a hashing function. However, in many other 
applications, assumption (A) is not very realistic. For instance, if the strings 
are words from the English language, then there certainly is a dependence 
among the symbols of the alphabet. As an example, h is much more likely to 
follow an s than a b. When this is the case, assumption (A) can be replaced 
by 
(A 1) MARKOVIAN MODEL 
There is a Markovian dependency between consecutive symbols in a 
key; that is, the probability pij = Pr{Xk+ 1 = COj 1 xk = Oi} describes 
the conditional probability of sampling symbol CL), E Z immediately 
after symbol mi E C. 
Note that all the models discussed so far have independent strings and are 
useful for studying tries and PATRICIA tries but not the suffix and PAT trees 
(i.e., a compact suffix tree; cf. [ 71). In the case of suffixes, the strings involved 
are substrings of a given word, so they are clearly dependent. To model this 
situation, we replace assumption (C) by the following one. 
(C 1) DEPENDENT MODEL 
The strings are dependent; i.e., knowledge of one key gives infor- 
mation about other strings. 
There are two more generalizations of the Markovian model, namely the 
mixing model and the stationary model. These models are detined as follows. 
(A2) MIXING MODEL 
The sequence {&}r= 1 satisfies the so-called mixing condition, that 
is, there exist two constants 0 < cl < c2 and an integer d such that 
for all 1 < m < m + d d n the following holds: 
clPr{d}Pr{B} d Pr{da} G c2Pr{d}Pr{a} (1) 
with A E 3y and a E 3;+d, where 36 is a a-field generated by 
{&}t!, for m < n. 
In order to state some results one may need a stronger form of the above 
mixing condition which is defined below. 
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(A3) STRONG MIXING MODEL 
The sequence {Xk}r=, satisfies the so-called strong a-mixing con- 
dition if (1) is replaced by 
(1 -cw(d))Pr{A}Pr{D} < Pr{dB} < (1 + a(d))Pr{d}Pr{f?} (2) 
where the function a(d) is such that a(d) --t 0 as d -+ 0~). 
In words, model (A2) says that the dependency between two substrings of a 
given key, say GG)km,i and VGJ~O=m+d, is rather weak (note that when the 
sequence {&} is i.i.d., then Pr{dB} = Pr{d}Pr{Z?}). Assumption (A3) says 
that this dependency is weaker and weaker as d becomes larger. The “quantity” 
of dependency is characterized by Q (d ). 
The most general probabilistic model that can provide some useful results, is 
the stationary model. This model is widely used in coding and communications, 
most notably in data compression (cf. [ l&21 ] ). 
(A4) STATIONARY MODEL 
The sequence {Xk}r= 1 of letters from a finite alphabet is a station- 
ary and ergodic sequence of random variables. 
To explain how the stationary model works, we need to introduce some 
notations. Let Xk = (X,, . . ..X.)form<n,anddelineforeveryn> lthe 
nth-order probability distribution for {X,} as 
P(x;)=Pr{&=Xk, l<k<?‘Z, XkEd}. 
In the stationary model, this probability does not depend on time-shift, that 
is, if r is an integer, then for every n and r we have 
P cx,“,‘,s ) = P(X,“). 
For PATRICIA tries and compact suffix trees (i.e., PAT trees) another 
assumption which strengthens (A3) is often useful. 
(P) CONTRACTIVE MIXING MODEL 
Let Wi E C for 1 Q i d n, and put P(col,..., CB,) = Pr{Xi = WI, 
. . . ,X, = con}. Then, for PAT trees we shall require the following 
condition: 
P(Ol,... 3%) G pP(o ,,..., w,_,) (3) 
forsomeO<p< 1. 
Finally, the most general probabilistic model makes no assumption with re- 
spect to the probabilistic nature of keys Xi, . . . , X,. Then, however, a chance for 
any interesting results is very dim. Does this model reflect practical situations? 
We doubt it. 
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Here we should mention one more model, which might be called the worst- 
case model. In this case, we assume that for a given algorithm (not necessarily 
a problem!) the whole probability mass is concentrated on one (pathological) 
input that returns the maximum value of the parameter under consideration, 
say the external path length. Note, however, that such a distribution depends 
on the algorithm (and the problem) itself. 
2. Some results 
In the discussed paper [ 111 we have established the asymptotic expansion 
for the variance of the external path length in a PATRICIA tree (see [ lo] for 
similar results for tries) in the symmetric Bernoulli model. So far, extending 
this result to an asymmetric Bernoulli model has failed; however, Jacquet and 
Regnier [ 81 proved that the limiting distribution for the external path length is 
normal with the variance O(n log n ) (but the constant hidden in O(. ) was not 
found in [ 81). As a simple consequence of our result in [ 111, we showed that 
the external path length L, almost surely behaves like n log, n; more precisely 
L,/n log, n + 1 (a.~ ) as n + cxx This result is weaker than our main finding 
in [ 111, and in fact it holds in a much more general probabilistic setting. 
Indeed, Shields [ 161 proved in the Markovian model that the external 
path length in a suffix tree (hence, also in tries) asymptotically converges 
to ( l/h)n log n (a.s.) where h is the entropy of the alphabet (precisely: 
L,/nlogn + l/h (a.s.) as n + co). This is also true for PAT trees and 
PATRICIA (cf. [ 193 ). (Note that h = log 2 for the binary symmetric model.) 
However, Shields [ 161 also showed that the above result does not hold in 
general (e.g., in the stationary model). 
Probably, for independent tries (and PATRICIA) Shields’ finding can be 
extended to the mixing model (but not to the general stationary model as 
already noted by Shields [ 161). Pittel proved in [ 15 ] that in the mixing 
model the typical depth D, (i.e., the length of a path from the root to a 
randomly selected external node) behaves asymptotically as Dn/ log n + 1 /h in 
probability (pr. ). For the Markovian model (more precisely: the strong mixing 
model with the coefficient of mixing a(d) from (A3) decaying exponentially 
fast) Szpankowski [ 191 extended Pittel’s result to suffix trees (and PAT trees). 
Since the external path length is the sum of depths, one should expect that it 
converges (a.s. ) to ( 1 /h )n log n even in the mixing model. (Some caution is 
due in extending the convergence in probability results of D, to almost sure 
convergence of the external path length. In fact, as observed by Pittel [ 151 
and Szpankowski [ 18 ] (cf. [ 19 ] and [ 2 1 ] ) Dn/ log n does not converge (a.s. ) 
to l/h but rather oscillates between two constants. Nevertheless, the sum of 
depths, i.e. the external path length, should converge (a.s.) to 1 /h.) 
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In summary, the conclusions in our paper [ 111 were restricted to the 
Bernoulli symmetric model, even if it was later assessed that they hold under 
weaker probabilistic assumptions. 
We should also mention that probabilistic modeling provides good insights 
into the behavior of algorithms and data structures only when applied to a set 
of inputs, not a particular instant of input. 
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